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After a protracted campaign amid the
energy and cost of living crises, Liz Truss has
emerged triumphant as the new leader of
the Conservative Party and as a result, the
country’s new Prime Minister. During the
campaign we heard many commitments,
promises, U-turns and re-commitments from
both candidates. Now the result is in, Copper
asks, what does Truss’ win mean for our
industry as a whole?
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Truss has promised to “unleash” the potential
of freeports, a flagship policy in a post-Brexit
world, intended to boost economic activity near
ports and airports. In this way, freeports are
intrinsically linked to Truss’ vision for levelling
up, however, with the impact of the Ukraine
crisis internationally and domestically, there
may be little time or bandwidth to spend on
reinvigorating the wider levelling up agenda.
May’s industrial strategy was quickly abandoned
by Johnson, will the same thing happen here?

The future of infrastructure policy became a
surprisingly fractious element of the campaign,
particularly attitudes towards renewable energy
which can be a contentious topic for much of the
Conservative Party membership. At times, both
candidates seemed to lean away from green
solutions despite reaffirming the commitment to
Net Zero by 2050 as part of their policy platform.
Perhaps the most striking intervention on the
subject was Truss’ comments on the ’debate’
over building solar farms on agricultural land: “I’m
somebody who wants to see farmers producing
food, not filling in forms, not doing red tape, not
filling fields with paraphernalia like solar farms.”

This is all of course within the context of a
General Election looming in the background of
Truss’ new premiership, with a national poll to be
held no later than January 2025. Ahead of this,
the new Prime Minister will need to grapple with
some of the most difficult challenges facing the
country in recent years – Truss has inherited no
easy legacy from her predecessor Boris Johnson.
All together, the coming years represent a crucial
period for the built environment sector and one
Copper will monitor with keen detail. This report
provides a concise summary of our new Prime
Minister and the impact this change at the top of
government will have the infrastructure sector.

Turning to transport, Truss has indicated she
would support potential amendments to Northern
Powerhouse Rail. Truss has also has committed
to building the Midlands Rail Hub which will
strengthen rail links between Leicester, Nottingham,
Coventry, Derby, Hereford and Worcester, in
addition to putting the proposed £1.4bn M4 relief
road in South Wales back on the table. However,
she made no commitment to restoring the eastern
leg of HS2, another contentious policy amongst the
Conservative Party grassroots.
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Liz Truss: The story so far

Chief Secretary to the Treasury (June 2017 to
July 2019); Secretary of State for International
Trade and President of the Board of Trade (July
to September 2012); Minister for Women and
Equalities (July 2019 to present). She has held her
current role since September 2019, when she
was promoted to Secretary of State for Foreign,
Commonwealth and Development Affairs.

In Government, Truss has consistently supported
the narrative of any Government she has been
part of, including backing the Remain vote in the
EU Referendum. Despite this, Truss became an
early convert to the cause of Brexit, positioning
herself as an arch-Brexiteer in the years since
2016. Alongside her proactive approach as
Foreign Secretary, she has positioned herself
as a true defender of the Brexit cause and
by extension, the UK. This has allowed her to
outmanoeuvre Rishi Sunak, despite him being an
original Brexit supporter.

Truss’ dogma aligns naturally with the
Conservative right. She founded the Free
Enterprise Group of Conservative MPs,
advocating for a smaller state sector, and a return
to an entrepreneurial and meritocratic working
culture. In education, she has campaigned
for improved teaching of traditional subjects,
including STEM, in order to boost the UK’s
economic competitiveness. On trade, she has
been critical of the balance of trade the UK holds.

For the second time in her life, Liz Truss has
presented herself to an electorate as the
reincarnation of Margaret Thatcher. Her first
jaunt in a mock-school election resulted in
failure, with her garnering no votes from her
classmates in 1983, even admitting that she
didn’t vote for herself. Fast forward 39 years
and the same tactic has delivered a starkly
different result; with Truss winning the 2022
Conservative Leadership contest.

Her damascene conversion occurred in the
mid-nineties, with her becoming involved in local
Conservative politics in the London Borough
of Lewisham and Royal Borough of Greenwich,
serving in the latter as a Conservative councillor
from 2006.
Truss unsuccessfully contested two General
Elections before winning election in 2010, as the
Member of Parliament for the constituency of
South West Norfolk.

Truss has always embodied a radical political
streak. Starting her political life on the centre-left,
Truss regaled her rebellious credentials
with support for republicanism and pro-cannabis
legalisation while President of the Oxford
Liberal Democrats.
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Truss’ success with the Conservative Party
grassroots has been by aligning herself with
those core conservative policies that have a
populist appeal, similar to the approach taken by
Boris Johnson. The question remains as to how
successful this approach will be with a new face
promoting them.

Truss has held a succession of posts since
being promoted to Government in 2012. This
has included being Secretary of State for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (July 2014
to July 2016); Lord Chancellor and Secretary of
State for Justice from (July 2016 to June 2017);
4
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Sector by sector

Energy

Transport

Energy prices

Truss was especially vocal during hustings of her
opposition to the deployment of solar panels
in privately owned farmland. She proposed to
introduce rules which would ensure high value
farmland is used for crops and livestock rather
than solar panels.

Throughout the leadership campaign Liz Truss
separated herself from Rishi Sunak by advocating
for a short-term response to tackle the rocketing
energy prices which are placing significant
pressure on UK households. In particular, she
deviated from her opponent by pledging to place
a moratorium on the green levy – something
which currently forms around 8% of energy bills,
a number which will decline as the price cap goes
up, and is used to fund renewable energy projects
and energy efficiency schemes.

Truss expressed a desire to continue the delivery
of modular nuclear reactors and stations across
the UK to increase energy independence.
Unlike her rival in the leadership election, Truss
has not publicly committed to supporting carbon
capture or hydrogen production.

Energy generation

Net zero targets and climate change

Similarly, the new Prime Minister has committed
to lift the temporary ban on fracking imposed in
2019 in areas where there is local support. The
moratorium was initially implemented owing to
concerns over tremors and earthquakes caused by
the nature of extraction. With the removal of the
moratorium, Truss hopes shale gas will be more
readily available within the UK which could in turn
reduce the country’s reliance on overseas sources.
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Despite the introduction of measures which would
on the surface appear to make it more difficult
for her Government to meet the ambitious Net
Zero targets of her predecessor, she still remains
committed to delivering the legally binding goal
for Net Zero by 2050. However, she has promised
to prioritise tax cuts and address the cost of living
crisis as a policy priority.
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Bolstering the transport system

Northern Powerhouse Rail

Truss’ plan for addressing the cost of living
crisis is through stimulating the economy
with low tax and more investment funded by
borrowing. The transport industry is set to
benefit from this approach, with the new Prime
Minister expressing an interest in investing in
infrastructure to bolster the transport system in
order to compete with other world cities.

Truss’ support of a ‘Northern Powerhouse Rail’
route exemplifies her emphasis on developing
transport, and on levelling up Northern England.
The Northern Powerhouse route would connect
to HS2 and the coastal mainlines, allowing ease
of travel from Liverpool to Hull. The route is
estimated to cost around £30 billion and will take
around 11 years to be completed. Despite the
significant investment required she stated that
the construction of this line would be “absolutely
crucial for the future of the north of England”.

Cross-city transport
Truss has pledged to introduce better rail
services and roads to ensure employees are able
to travel to work and address ‘militant action’ by
trade unions which in recent months has caused
mass disruption across the UK’s travel network.
This includes cross-city transport which she
stated fell behind other cities in Europe.

Active travel
Truss’ plans to upgrade local transport links will
include improving infrastructure to facilitate the
growth of cycling.
She recently told Conservative Friends of Cycling
that she was “looking forward to working with
the cycling community to improve access
and promote their interests”. In the same
conversation, she committed to doing more
to support integrated travel - making journeys
healthier and more efficient.

Speed limits and smart motorways
During a hustings event, Truss suggested that she
would consider looking at removing mandatory
speed limits on motorways. She also suggested
that smart motorways hadn’t worked as planned,
and that she would like to scrap them.
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Sector by sector

Levelling up and devolution

Development, utilities and construction

Levelling up the North

Devolution

Freeports

Nutrient neutrality

Levelling up was the flagship policy of the Boris
Johnson government. It still remains to be seen
how much the phrase will dominate the Truss
agenda, but so far, signs suggest it will continue
to be a policy priority.

Truss has given support to devolution deals
over the country which give more power to local
leaders to make decisions that most benefit
their respective areas. By empowering local
communities she hopes to create the conditions
that will best facilitate growth and support the
levelling up agenda.

As part of the new Prime Minister’s levelling
up agenda, Liz Truss has pledged to transform
brownfield sites into investment zones near
freeports which would benefit from low
taxes, reduced planning restrictions and tariff
exemptions which will be dealt with on a case by
case basis. The investment zones would be located
near existing ports or airports and be used as a
tool to boost economic activity in the area.

In order to facilitate the construction of
thousands of homes, Liz Truss plans to scrap the
nutrient neutrality requirement which currently
requires developers to outline the impact of
construction in terms of pollution in rivers and
wetlands. This is part of measures intended to
reform the planning system and incentivise firms
to build new homes and ensure there is sufficient
housing to meet demand.

Harness the spirit of Bournville

Water

Truss plans to further stimulate these areas
through supportive conditions for the building
of property and other industry. She hopes to
replicate areas such as Bournville, which is a
village famously built around the Cadbury factory
in the 19th Century that developed into a centre
for innovation and enterprise.

Truss called for water companies to do more to
address leakage rather than turn to hosepipe
bans when faced with shortages. She stated that
water companies ‘need to be held to account’ for
not dealing with leaky pipes despite the problem
existing for some time.

A key theme of the new Prime Minister’s
leadership campaign was her experience growing
up in Leeds and her frustration with the lack
of investment and job opportunities available
for the local community. In many ways, the
concept of levelling up runs at the very core of
her political mindset and her desire to stimulate
investment and rebuild the economy to address
the cost of living crisis.

Despite her support to local areas she has been
critical of devolved governments and accused
them of ‘playing political games’. Truss is critical
of the Scottish National Party for focusing on the
issue of independence rather than addressing
the cost of living crisis, and has criticised Sinn
Féin in Northern Ireland for accentuating divides
between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK.
Truss has also accused the Labour administration
in Wales of failing to sufficiently invest in
infrastructure. She has promised to bring all four
nations of the UK together to collectively tackle
contemporary challenges.

Encouraging investment outside of South-East
England
With the appointment of Liz Truss as Prime
Minister this trend is likely to continue as she
will increasingly look towards the areas outside
of South-East England to help the UK out of its
current crisis. This approach will encompass most
aspects of the infrastructure sector and will see
companies benefit by planning projects in areas
with historically low levels of investment.
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About Copper
A strategic communications agency with more
than 25 years of experience, specialising in the
infrastructure sector. We provide communications
and stakeholder engagement for highly complex,
major projects across the UK.

For more information
Patrick Traynor
patrick.traynor@copperconsultancy.com
07739 972737

Join the debate
and have your say
Follow @CopperConsult on Twitter
and @CopperConsultancy on LinkedIn
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